
FOLDER 2a 

1. Ny Times story 11/23/’63 Has Oswald as the killer from the SE corner of 

the 6" floor. . . This is the paper of record placing Oswald squarely in the 

frame. .. based on nothing except the Dallas Police and bringing up the rear 
, at 

is Hoover (w/ LBJ’s “encouragement,” to be sure. 

nothing 

2. No help 

No manifest help. 

SAC, Dallas, to Director 3/25/’64 62-109060-2720 (section 53). . . It notes 

the names of about 73 employees at the TSBD re: did they see Oswald on 

oh 11/22 at work that day. Key **** Noté 4A Where Hoover to Rankin 
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MeN offic ceaaaestineORNEONDe dcseneiden:|cdaidhaalananey*®°* Did 
eplhr | 4? Rankin read these statements??? If he did he kn not 

Wf? , the man.inthe-doorway****** over’s 
pat confirmation. That was enough. ..**#* 

~~ 
[po g9° 6. No use asfar as| can see... 

en 7. My notes w/ aides to follow. See Hal’s on Robert MacNeil on p. 154 of 

ge “Russell Dissents.” (2) See Pierce Allman’s (CD 354) and in BOT cited in 

Russell Dissents, p. 154; See Oswald account to Kelley in R. 629/read all 

Kelley interviews in WCR; Oswald cites Junior Jarman on first floor (R613); 

Bookout & Hosty place Jarman on ist floor (R613 at what time?) /Oswald 

says he saw Jarman on ist floor at 12:15 or about that time. . 

8. Not any help 

9. Hoover to’Rankin **** : this date he writes 



FOLDER 2A, P. 2 

clone. 86 ccount,where:he.claims:to'be’statiding “on 
r rightagainst the wall of the entrance-to:the TSBD 

ary reelieaaaae nih Exhibit No. 1381). 
10. Director to SAC, Dallas, 5/27/’64 62-109060-3146 More on the Altgens 

film and role played by Jones Harris. . . pushing Oswald as the man in the 

doorway. . 

11. FBI “discovers/sAltgéns Hoover to Rankin 6/1/’64 105-82555-4001 

(section 171). . Trying to locate,Aligens,(who.livedsin»Dallas). . .P..2.Hoover 
blames Algens for failing to get in touch with the FBI. . .* 

12.No use 

13. Pages with the clip provide Dallas police affirmation that shirt Oswald was 

wearing at the Dallas Police Station was the shirt he was arrested in. 

14. Re: on Oswald’s shirt. . .


